Abstract. Coalgebras are categorical presentations of state-based systems. In in vestigating parallel composition of coalgebras (realizing concurrency), we ob serve that the same algebraic theory is interpreted in two different domains in a nested manner, namely: in the category of coalgebras, and in the final coalgebra as an object in it. This phenomenon is what Baez and Dolan have called the mi crocosm principle, a prototypical example of which is "a monoid in a monoidal category." In this paper we obtain a formalization of the microcosm principle in which such a nested model is expressed categorically as a suitable lax natural transformation. An application of this account is a general compositionality result which supports modular verification of complex systems.
When we interpret "behavior" in compositionality as the coalgebraic behavior in duced by coinduction (see (1) The microcosm principle What we have just observed is one instance-probably the first one explicitly claimed in computer science-o f the microcosm principle as it is called by Baez and Dolan [1] . It refers to a phenomenon that the same algebraic theory (or algebraic "specification," consisting of operations and equations) is interpreted twice in a nested manner, once in a category C and the other time in its object X e C. This is not something very unusual, because "a monoid in a monoidal category" constitutes 5 At this stage the presentation remains sloppy for the sake of simplicity. Later in technical sections the first composition operator will be denoted by and the second composition operator will have the type Z ® Z ^ Z instead of Z x Z ^ Z . a prototypical example. monoidal category C monoid X € C ® : C x C a C multiplication X ® X A X I € C unit I A X I X X = X ^ X ® I unit law X ^ X X X X X ® (Y X Z) ^ (X ® Y ) ® Z associativity law X X X X X -> x X X X ® X -------^X (3) Notice here that the outer operation <g> appears in the formulation o f the inner operation ^. Moreover, to be precise, in the inner "equations" the outer isomorphisms should be present in suitable places. Hence this monoid example demonstrates that, in such nested algebraic structures, the inner structure depends on the outer. What is a mathematically precise formalization o f such nested models? Answering this question is a main goal of this paper. Such a formalization has been done in [1] when algebraic structures are specified in the form o f opetopes. Here instead we shall formalize the microcosm principle for Lawvere theories [18] , whose role as categorical representation o f algebraic theories has been recognized in theoretical computer science.
As it turns out, our formalization looks like the situation on the right. Here L is a category (a Lawvere theory) representing an alge braic theory; an outer model C is a product-preserving functor; and l __ > CAT an inner model X is a lax natural transformation. The whole setting C is 2-categorical: 2-categories (categories in categories) serve as an appropriate basis for the microcosm principle (algebras in algebras).
1
Applications to coalgebras: parallel composition via sync The categorical account we have sketched above shall be applied to our original question about parallel com position o f coalgebras. As a main application we prove a generic compositionality the orem. For an arbitrary algebraic theory L, compositionality like (2) is formulated as follows: the "behavior" functor beh : C o a lg F ^ C /Z via coinduction preserves an L-structure. This general form o f compositionality holds if: C has an L-structure and F : C ^ C la.Y-preserves the L-structure.
Turning back to the original setting o f (2), these general assumptions read roughly as follows: the base category C has a binary operation | ; and the endofunctor F comes with a natural transformation sync : F X || F Y ^ F (X || Y ). Essentially, this sync is what lifts || on C to || on C o a lg F , hence "parallel composition via sync." It is called a synchronization because it specifies the way two systems synchronize with each other. In fact, for a fixed functor F there can be different choices o f sync (such as CSP-style vs. CCS-style), which in turn yield different "parallel composition" operators on the category C o a lg F . Related work Our interest is pretty similar to that of studies o f bialgebraic structures in computer science (such as [3,12,14-16,27]), in the sense that we are also concerned about algebraic structures on coalgebras as systems. Our current framework is distin guished in the following aspects.
First, we handle equations in an algebraic theory as an integral part o f our ap proach. Equations such as associativity and commutativity appear explicitly as com mutative diagrams in a Lawvere theory L. We benefit from this explicitness in e.g. spelling out a condition for the generic associativity result (Theorem 2.4). In contrast, in the bialgebraic studies an algebraic theory is presented either by an endofunctor X a \ [ a eS X |ct| orbyam onad T. In the former case equations are simply not present; in the latter case equations are there but only implicitly.
Secondly and more importantly, by considering higher-dimensional, nested alge braic structures, we can now compose different coalgebras as well as different states of the same coalgebra. In this way the current work can be seen as a higher-dimensional extension of the existing bialgebraic studies (which focus on "inner" algebraic struc tures).
Organization of the paper We shall not dive into our 2-categorical exploration from the beginning. In Section 2, we instead focus on one specific algebraic theory, namely the one for parallel composition o f systems. Our emphasis there is on the fact that the sync natural transformation essentially gives rise to parallel composition ||, and the fact that equational properties o f | (such as associativity) can be reduced to the corresponding equational properties o f sync.
These concrete observations will provide us with intuition for abstract categorical constructs in Section 3, where we formalize the microcosm principle for an arbitrary Lawvere theory L. Results on coalgebras such as compositionality are proved here in their full generality and abstraction.
In this paper we shall focus on strict algebraic structures on categories in order to avoid complicated coherence issues. This means for example that we only consider strict monoidal categories for which the isomorphisms in (3) are in fact equalities. How ever, we have also obtained some preliminary observations on relaxed ("pseudo" or "strong") algebraic structures: see Section 3.3. structures on C o a lg F rather than on properties of parallel composition such as compositionality. In [13] and other literature an endofunctor F with sync (equipped with some additional compatibility) is called a monoidal endofunctor.7
Examples
In S ets: bisimilarity is a congruence We shall focus on LTSs and bisimilarity as their process semantics. For this purpose it is appropriate to take S e ts as our base category C and (Z x _ ) as the functor F . We use Cartesian products as a tensor on S e ts. This means that a composition o f two coalgebras has the product of the two state spaces as its state space, which matches our intuition. The functor in F is the finite powerset functor; the finiteness assumption is needed for existence o f a final F-coalgebra. It is standard (see e.g. [26] ) that a final F-coalgebra captures bisimilarity via coinduction.
In At present it is not clear how we can make a similar extension for our sync; conse quently there are some operational rules which we cannot model by sync. One impor tant example is an interleaving kind of interaction-such as a .P || Q -A P || Q which leaves the second component unchanged. This is taken care of in [27] by the identity functor (id) appearing on the left-hand side o f Z ( F x id) ^ F Z *. For our sync to be able to model such interleaving, we can replace F by the cofree comonad on it, as is done in [13, Example 3.11]. This extension should be straightforward but detailed treatment is left as future work.
In K l( T ): trace equivalence is a congruence In our recent work [6] we extend earlier observations in [10, 25] and show that trace semantics-including trace set se mantics for non-deterministic systems and trace distribution semantics for probabilistic systems-is also captured by coinduction when it is employed in a Kleisli category K l(T ). Applying the present composition framework, we can conclude that trace se mantics is compositional with respect to well-behaved parallel composition. The details are omitted here due to lack o f space.
Equational properties of parallel composition
Now we shall investigate equational properties-associativity, commutativity, and so on-of parallel composition <g>, which we have ignored deliberately for simplicity of argument. We present our result in terms of associativity; it is straightforward to trans fer the result to other properties like commutativity. The main point o f the following theorem is as follows: if < g> is associative and sync is "associative," then the lifting ® is associative. The proof is straightforward. Theorem 2.4 Let C be a category with a strictly associative tensor <g>,9 and F : C a C be a functor with sync : F X <g> F Y a F (X < g> Y ). I f the diagram
F X ® sync sync F X ® (FY ® F Z ) ---------F X ® F(Y ® Z ) ----------------^ F (X ® (Y ® Z)) id 4-id (7) (F X ® F Y ) ® F Z ------------> F (X ® Y ) ® F Z ------------^ F ((X ® Y ) ® Z)
sync ® FZ sync commutes, then the lifted tensor ® on C o a lg F is strictly associative. □
The two identity arrows in (7) are available due to strict associativity of <g>. In the next section we shall reveal the generic principle behind the commutativity condition of (7), namely a coherence condition on a lax natural transformation.
As an example, syncCSP and syncCCS in Section 2.2 are easily seen to be "asso ciative" in the sense of the diagram (7). Therefore the resulting tensors ® are strictly associative.
Formalizing the microcosm principle
In this section we shall formalize the microcosm principle for an arbitrary algebraic theory presented as a Lawvere theory L. This and the subsequent results generalize the results in the previous section. In particular, we will obtain a general compositionality result which works for an arbitrary algebraic theory.
As we sketched in the introduction, an outer model will be a p roduct-preserving functor C : L a C A T ; an inner model inside / " T X , will be a lax natural transformation X : 1 ^ C. Here 1 : L a C A T L -----CAT is the constant functor which maps everything to the category 1 with one object and one arrow (which is a special case o f an outer model). Mediating 2-cells for the lax natural transformation X play a crucial role as inner interpretation o f alge braic operations. In this section we heavily rely on 2-categorical notions, about which detailed accounts can be found in [4] .
Lawvere theories
Lawvere theories are categorical presentations o f algebraic theories. The notion is intro duced in [18] (not under this name, though) aiming at a categorical formulation of "the ories" and "semantics." An accessible introduction to the notion can be found in [17] . Lawvere theories are known to be equivalent to Gnitary monads. These two ways of presenting algebraic theories have been widely used in theoretical computer science, e.g. for modeling computation with effect [8, 22] . Recent developments (such as [24] ) utilize the increased expressive power of enriched Lawvere theories.
In the sequel, by an FP-category we refer to a category with (a choice of) finite prod ucts. An FP-functor is a functor between FP-categories which preserves finite products "on-the-nose," that is, up-to-equality instead o f up-to-isomorphism.
Definition 3.1 (Lawvere theory) By N a t we denote the category o f natural numbers (as sets) and functions between them. Therefore every arrow in N a t is a (cotuple of) coprojection; an arrow in N a t op is a (tuple of) projection.10 A Lawvere theory is a small FP-category L equipped with an FP-functor H : N a t op a L which is bijective on objects. We shall denote an object o f L by a natu ral number k, identifying k e N a t op and H k e L.
The category N a t op-which is a free FP-category on the trivial category 1-is there in order to specify the choice o f finite products in L. For illustration, we make some remarks on L 's objects and arrows. m(x, y), z) .
Conventionally in universal algebra, an algebraic theory is presented by an algebraic specification (Z , E )-a pair o f a set Z o f operations and a set E o f equations. A Lawvere theory L arises from such (Z , E ) as its so-called classifying category (see e.g. [9, 18]). An arrow k a n in the resulting Lawvere theory L is an n-tuple ([^(a ? ) ] , . . . , [tn (A )]) of Z-terms with k variables A , where [_] denotes taking an equivalence class modulo equations in E . An equivalent way to describe this construction is via
Equivalently, M o n is the freely generated FPcategory by arrows 0 -A 1 and 2 -A 1 subject to the 1 commutativity on the right. These data (arrows and com mutative diagrams) form an FP-sketch (see [2] ). 
Outer models: L-categories

Another way to look at the previous definition is to view an L-structure as "factor ization through N a t op a L." We can identify a category C e C A T with a functor 1 a C A T , which is in turn identified with an FP-functor N a t op a C A T , because N a t op is the free FP-category on 1. We say that C has an L-structure, if this FPfunctor factors through H : N a t op a L (as below left). Note that the factorization is
Remarks on "pseudo" algebraic structures
As we mentioned in the introduction, in this paper we focus on strict algebraic struc tures. This means that monoidal categories (in which associativity holds only up-toisomorphism, for example) fall out o f our consideration. Extending our current frame work to such "pseudo" algebraic structures is one important direction of our future work. Such an extension is not entirely obvious; we shall sketch some preliminary ob servations in this direction. 
The starting point is to relax the definition o f L-categories from (strict) functors L a C A T to pseudo functors, meaning that composition and identities are preserved
Inner models: L-objects
We proceed to formalize an inner model. It is an object in an L-category which it self carries an (inner) L-structure, hence is called an L-object. A monoid object in a monoidal category is a prototypical example. We first present an abstract definition; some illustration follows afterwards. 
Microcosm structures in coalgebras
In this section we return to our original question and apply the framework we just introduced to coalgebraic settings. First we present some basic results, which are used later in our main result of general compositionality. The constructs in Section 2 (such as sync) will appear again, now in their generalized form. Some details and proofs are omitted here due to lack o f space. They will appear in the forthcoming extended version of this paper, although the diligent reader will readily work them out.
Let C be an L-category, and F : C a C be a functor. We can imagine that, for the category C o a lg F to carry an L-structure, F needs to be somehow compatible with L; it turns out that the following condition is sufficient. It is weaker than F 's being an L-functor (see Definition 3.2). On the application side, one direction o f future work is to establish a relationship between sync and (syntactic) formatsforprocess algebras. Our sync represents a certain class o f operational rules; formats are a more syntactic way to do the same. Formats which guarantee certain good properties (such as commutativity, see [23] ) have been actively studied. Such a format should be obtained by translating e.g. a "commutative" sync into a format.
On the mathematical side, one direction is to identify more instances o f the micro cosm principle. Mathematics abounds with the (often implicit) idea o f nested algebraic structures. To name a few: a topological space in a topos which is itself a "generalized topological space"; a category of domains which itself carries a "structure as a do main." We wish to turn such an informal statement into a mathematically rigorous one, by generalizing the current formalization o f the microcosm principle. As a possible first step towards this direction, we are working on formalizing the microcosm principle for finitary monads which are known to be roughly the same thing as Lawvere theories.
Another direction is a search for n-folded nested algebraic structures. In the current paper we have concentrated on two levels of interpretation; an example with more levels might be found e.g. in an internal category in an internal category.
